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We design and study Obj , a al ulus and dependent type
system for obje ts and lasses whi h an have types as members. Type
members an be aliases, abstra t types, or new types. The type system
an model the essential on epts of Java's inner lasses as well as virtual
types and family polymorphism found in BETA or gbeta. It an also
model most on epts of SML-style module systems, in luding sharing
onstraints and higher-order fun tors, but ex luding appli ative fun tors.
The type system an thus be used as a basis for unifying on epts that so
far existed in parallel in advan ed obje t systems and in module systems.
The paper presents results on on uen e of the al ulus, soundness of
the type system, and unde idability of type he king.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The development in obje t and module systems has been largely omplementary.
Module systems in the style of SML or Caml ex el in abstra tion; they allow
very pre ise ontrol over visibility of names and types, in luding the ability to
partially abstra t over types. Obje t-oriented languages ex el in omposition;
they o er several omposition me hanisms la king in module systems, in luding
inheritan e and unlimited re ursion between obje ts and lasses. On the other
hand, obje t-oriented languages usually express abstra tion only in a oarse
grained way, e.g. through modi ers private or prote ted whi h limit a essibility
of a name to some predetermined part of a system. There is usually no analogue to the signatures with abstra t types in module systems, whi h an hide
information about a binding outside the unit de ning it.
Re ently, we see a onvergen e of the two worlds. Module systems have a quired
a form of inheritan e through mixin modules [18,2,3,9,7℄, rst- lass modules
[37℄ an play a role similar to obje ts, and re ursive modules are also being
investigated [16℄. On the obje t side, nested lasses with virtual or abstra t types
[30,39,12℄ an model the essential properties of signatures with abstra t types
in ML-like module systems [29℄. In prin iple, this is not a new development.
Class nesting has been introdu ed already in Simula 67 [17℄, whereas virtual or
abstra t types are present in BETA [31℄, as well as more re ently in gbeta [19℄,

Rune [42℄ and S ala [33℄. An essential ingredient of these systems are obje ts
with type members. There is urrently mu h work that explores the uses of
this on ept in obje t-oriented programming [38,40,20,36℄. But its type theoreti
foundations are just beginning to be investigated.
As is the ase for modules, dependent types are a promising andidate for a
foundation of obje ts with type members. Dependent produ ts an be used to
represent fun tors in SML module systems as well as lasses in obje t systems
with virtual types [26℄. But where the details in ML module systems build on
a long tradition, the orresponding foundations of obje t systems with abstra t
and virtual types have so far been less well developed. One possible approa h
would be to extend the formalizations of ML module systems to obje t systems,
but their te hni al omplexity makes this a diÆ ult task. An alternative would
be to apply the intuitions of dependent types to a smaller al ulus of obje ts and
lasses, with the aim of arriving on a ombined foundation for obje ts and lasses
as well as modules. This is what we want to a hieve in this paper. Our main
ontribution is a formal study of a type theory for obje ts based on dependent
types. The theory developed here an be used as a type-theoreti foundation for
languages su h as BETA, gbeta or S ala, as well as for many on epts that
have so far been presented only in an informal way.
A hara teristi of our al ulus and type system is that it is nominal. Nominality
omes into play in two respe ts. First, obje ts are given unique names in the
redu tion system. It is always the name of an obje t whi h is passed, instead
of a opy of the obje t itself. A name passing strategy for obje ts is ne essary
be ause our regime of dependent types is based on obje t identity: If L is a type
label then x:L and y:L are the same type only if x and y an be shown to refer to
the same obje t. If obje ts were opied, type equalities would not be maintained
during redu tion.
Se ond, we introdu e a nominal binding for types: L  T de nes L as a name
of a new type whi h unfolds to type T . Two su h de nitions always de ne two
di erent types, even if they unfold to the same type. This orresponds losely
to the notion of interfa es in a language like Java. An interfa e de nes a new
type whose stru ture is ompletely known. It is possible to de ne values of an
interfa e type by giving implementations for all members of the interfa e. In our
type system we represent the members of an interfa e by a re ord type T . The
relationship between the interfa e name I and its unfolding T is then neither an
equality I = T (be ause then I would not represent a new type), nor is I an
abstra t type I <: T (be ause then one ould not reate new values of I from
implementations of type T ). Hen e, the need of the third type binding I  T .
A perhaps more standard alternative to our nominal new-type bindings would
be branding. That is, one would de ne type equality and subtyping stru turally
and introdu e a binder to reate new type names. Branding then means reating a new type by ombining a stru turally de ned type and a freshly reated
type name. An advantage of the branding approa h is that it is orthogonal to
traditional stru tural type systems for obje ts or modules. A disadvantage is
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that it orresponds less well to the de nitions and implementations of existing
obje t-oriented languages (with the ex eption of Modula-3 [13℄).
A more te hni al reason for abandoning the stru tural types with brands approa h has to do with re ursion: In a system with dependent types, type re ursion
an involve terms, whi h means that re ursive types are not ne essarily regular
trees. For instan e if p is a quali ed identi er of an obje t with a term member
l and a type member L, then the type p:L might depend on the type p:l:L.
The resulting tree would then not be regular. There is little hope that pra tial semi-algorithms for he king equality and subtyping of non-regular trees an
be found. To sidestep these problems we follow the strategy of many existing
programming languages: we restri t ourselves to non-re ursive type aliases, and
introdu e a new kind of type de nition that makes the de ned type a subtype
of its right-hand side. Note that similar problems for type- he king are aused
by parameterized algebrai types where re ursive use of a type onstru tor an
also lead to non-regular trees. The ommon approa h to deal with su h types is
again to make them nominal.
In summary, we design and study in this paper Obj , a ore al ulus and type
system for obje ts and lasses with type members. Type members an be aliases,
abstra t types, or new types. Classes are rst- lass and an be omposed using
mixin- omposition. Our type system supports via en odings:

{ Most on epts of SML-style module systems, in luding sharing onstraints
and higher-order fun tors, but ex luding appli ative fun tors.

{ System F<: [14℄, with the full subtyping rule.
{ Virtual types and family polymorphism [20℄.

Be ause all these onstru ts are mapped to the same small language ore, it
be omes possible to express uni ed on epts. In parti ular, our theory promotes
the following identi ations.
Obje t
= Module
Obje t type = Signature
Class
= Method = Fun tor

The same identi ations are made in BETA and gbeta, where lasses and methods are subsumed under the notion of \patterns". Our own language S ala follows the same approa h, ex ept that it maintains a distin tion between methods
and lasses on the synta ti al level. Generally, many of our intuitions are inspired
by BETA and by the work of Erik Ernst [19℄ and Mads Torgerson, whi h build
on it. A ontribution of our work is the de nition and study of these ideas in a
formal al ulus and type system. The main te hni al results of the paper are

{ Con uen e of the redu tion relation.
{ Unde idability of type he king by redu tion to the problem in F<: .
{ Type soundness { a well-typed program that does not diverge redu es to an
answer of the same type.
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Other related work This paper extends a previous workshop ontribution [35℄.
Nominal type systems have also been formalized in the Java ontext, examples
are [21,27,32℄. A di eren e between these approa hes and ours is that they rely
on a global lass graph that des ribes membership and inheritan e. Another
di eren e is that these systems are almost ompletely nominal, in the sense
that most types an be des ribed by a name (ex eptions are only array types
and generi types in FGJ [27℄). By ontrast, lasses an be lo al in Obj and
nominal types are just one onstru tion in an otherwise stru tural type system.
There are two other attempts at formalizations of virtual or abstra t types in
obje t-oriented programming that we are aware of. The rst, by Torgersen [41℄,
sket hes a nominal type system for virtual types. It argues informally that if
ertain restri tions are imposed on the usage of virtual types (whi h in fa t
makes them equivalent to abstra t types in our terminology), type soundness
an be ensured. Igarashi and Pier e [25℄ proposed a foundation of virtual types
using a type system that adds dependent types to an F<: ore. However, no
formal study of the type system's properties was attempted, and in fa t their
initial formalization la ked the subje t redu tion property (that formalization
was dropped in the journal version of their paper [26℄).

The rest of this paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 presents ontext-free
syntax, operational semanti s, and type assignment rules of our obje t al ulus,
Obj . Se tion 3 illustrates in a series of examples how the al ulus expresses ommon obje t-oriented idioms. Se tion 4 presents the type stru ture of Obj types,
in luding derivation rules for well-formedness, equality and subtyping. Se tion 5
presents an en oding of F<: in Obj . Se tion 6 presents the meta-theory of Obj
with results on on uen e, soundness and unde idability. Se tion 7 on ludes.
2

The

Obj

Cal ulus

We now present a ore language for obje ts and lasses. Compared to the standard theory of obje ts [1℄, there are three major di eren es. First, we have lasses
besides obje ts as a primitive on ept. Classes are even \ rst- lass" in the sense
they an result from evaluation of a term and they may be asso iated with a
label. Se ond, the al ulus has a notion of obje t identity in that every obje t is
referen ed by a name and it is that name instead of the obje t re ord whi h is
passed around. Third, we an express obje t types with type omponents, and
some of these omponents an be nominal.

2.1 Context-Free Syntax
Figure 1 presents the Obj al ulus in terms of its abstra t syntax, and its
stru tural equivalen e and redu tion relations. There are three alphabets. Proper
term names x; y; z are subje t to -renaming, whereas term labels l; m; n and
type labels L; M; N are xed.
4

Syntax

x; y; z
l; m; n
s; t; u ::=
x
t:l
x t ; u
[x : S d℄
t &S u
d ::=
l=t
L T
p ::=
x p:l
v ::=
x [x : S d℄

j


j
j

j

Name
Term label
Term
Variable
Sele tion
New obje t
Class template
Composition

(mix)

j

if

j

2

hi j e:l j e & t j t & e j x
S

hi

62

\

j
\
[x : S j d ℄ ! [x : S j d ℄ d ℄
if

[x : S1 d1 ℄ &S

Con rete type binder

j 

t;e u
x fn(e); bn(e) fn(x; t) =

h i ! x

[x : S d; l = v ℄ ; e x:l

S

::=
=

i  x

t;u

1

t;e

;

hi

[x : S d; l = v ℄ ; e v
fn(x; v ) =

;

bn(e)
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where evaluation ontext

e ::=

<:

-renaming of bound variables x, plus

e x

x

Type binder
Type alias
New type
Abstra t type





Redu tion

De laration
Term de laration
Type de laration

::=
=

Value

h

Type
Singleton
Type sele tion
Re ord type (=:: R)
Class type
Compound type



:

Path

(extrude)

Type label


fj g
j

De nition
Term de nition
Type de nition

Stru tural Equivalen e

(sele t)

L; M; N
S; T; U ::=
p:type
T L
x D
[x : S D ℄
T &U
D ::=
l:T
L :T

j x

2

e;t

j x

j

[x : S d; l = e℄ ; t

Fig. 1. The Obj Cal ulus
A term denotes an obje t or a lass. It an be of the following ve forms.

{ A simple name x, whi h denotes an obje t.
{ A sele tion t:l, whi h an denote either an obje t or a lass.
{ An obje t reation x t ; u, whi h de nes a fresh instan e x of lass t. The
s ope of this obje t is the term u.
{ A lass template [x : S j d℄ where d is a sequen e of de nitions whi h asso iate
term labels with values and type labels with types. This a ts as a template
to onstru t obje ts with the members de ned by the de nitions. The name
5

x of type S stands for \self", i.e. the obje t being onstru ted from the
template. Its s ope is the de nition sequen e d. A term or type an refer via
x:l to some other member of that obje t. No textual sequen e onstraint
applies to su h referen es; in parti ular it is possible that a binding refers to
itself or to bindings de ned later in the same re ord. This distinguishes our
type system from earlier type systems for re ords [15℄ or modules [23℄.
{ A mixin omposition t &S u, whi h forms a ombined lass from the two
lasses to whi h t and u evaluate. Here, S is the type of \self" in the ombined
lass.
A value is a simple name or a lass template. A path p is a name x followed by
a possibly empty sequen e of sele tions, e.g. x:l1 : : : : :ln .
The syntax of types in our system losely follows the syntax of terms. A type
an be of the following ve forms.

{ A singleton type p:type. This type represents the set of values whi h has as
only element the obje t referen ed by the path p. Singleton types are the
only way a type an depend on a term in Obj .
{ A type sele tion T  L, whi h represents the type omponent labelled L of
type T .
{ A re ord type fxj Dg where D is a sequen e of de larations whi h an be
value bindings or type bindings. A value binding l : T asso iates a term label
l with its type T . Type bindings ome in three di erent forms:
First, the binding L = T de nes L to be an alias for T . Se ond, the binding
L  T de nes L to be a new type whi h expands to type T . That is, L is a
subtype of T whi h has exa tly the members de ned by T ; furthermore, one
an reate obje ts of type L from a lass whi h de nes all members of T .
Third, the binding L <: T de nes L to be an abstra t type whi h is known
to be a subtype of its bound T .
We let the meta-variable  range over = and , and let : range over =, ,
and <:. The name x stands for \self"; its type is assumed to be the re ord
type itself. We let the letter R range over re ord types.
{ A ompound type T & U . This type ontains all members of types T and
U . The subtyping relation for ompound types is the same as the one for
interse tion types [4℄, but the formation rules are more restri tive. Where T
and U have a member with the same label, the ompound type ontains the
member de ned in U . That member de nition must be more spe i (see
Se tion 4) than the orresponding member de nition in T .
{ A lass type [x : S D℄, whi h ontains as values lasses that instantiate to
obje ts of type fx Dg, or some subtype of it. x is again the name for \self".
It now omes with an expli it type S whi h may be di erent from fx Dg.
De nitions in S whi h are missing from D play the role of abstra t members.
Su h members an be referred to from other de nitions in the lass, but they
are not de ned in the lass itself. Instead, these members must be de ned in
other lasses whi h are omposed with the lass itself in a mixin omposition.

j

j

j
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De nitions whi h are present in D but missing in S play in some sense the
role of non-virtual members { they are not referred to via \self" from inside
the lass, so overriding them does not hange existing behavior. De nitions
present in both S and D play the role of virtual members.
Dis ussion Most notably missing from the ore language are fun tions, in luding
polymorphi ones, and parameterized types. In fa t, type variables are missing
ompletely | the only -renameable identi ers denote  -bound terms. However,
these omitted onstru ts an still be expressed in Obj using ontext-free enodings. This will be shown later in the paper. Se tion 3 explains how named
monomorphi fun tions are en oded. Se tion 5 generalizes the en oding to system F<: .
The type syntax de nes a singleton type p:type and a sele tion T  L whi h
operates on types T . More onventional would have been a type sele tion p:L
whi h operates on terms p instead of types. The latter sele tion operation an be
expressed in our syntax as p:typeL. Besides having some te hni al advantages,
this de omposition an express two on epts whi h the onventional type sele tion p:L annot. First, the self-type of a lass an be expressed as a singleton
type this.type. This an a urately model ovariant self-types. For ontravariant
self-types one would need a mat hing operation [11,10℄ instead of { or in addition to { the subtyping relation that we introdu e. Se ond, an inner lass of the
kind it exists in Java [22,24℄ an be referen ed by a type sele tion Outer  Inner
where Outer and Inner are types. Su h a sele tion risks being non-sensi al in
the presen e of abstra t type members in the outer lass Outer. Consequently,
our typing rules prevent formation of the type T  L if L's de nition depends on
some abstra t member of T . Note that this is not a problem for Java, whi h
does not have abstra t type de larations.
Synta ti Sugar

1. The type p:L is a shorthand for p:type  L.
2. The lass type [x D℄ is a shorthand for [x : fx Dg D℄.
3. The lass template [x d℄ is a shorthand for [x : fx Dg d℄ where D is the
most spe i set of de larations mat hing de nitions d.
4. The types fDg, [D℄ and the term [d℄ are shorthands for fx Dg, [x D℄ and
[x d℄ where x does not appear in D or d.
5. new t is a shorthand for x t ; x.
6. t1 & t2 is a shorthand for t1 &S1 & (S2 & x D1 D2 ) t2 if ti has least type
[x : Si Di ℄ for i 2 1::2.

j

j j

j

j j

j

j

f

j

℄

j

j

g

The last shorthand implements an overriding behavior for mixin omposition
where a on rete de nition always overrides an abstra t de nition of the same
label. Furthermore, between two abstra t de nitions or between two on rete
de nitions of the same label it is always the se ond whi h overrides the rst.
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This s heme, whi h orresponds losely with the rules in Zenger's omponent
al ulus [44℄, is often more useful than the straight \se ond overrides rst" rule
of systems where mixins are seen as fun tions over lasses [8,21,5℄.

2.2 Operational Semanti s
Figure 1 spe i es a stru tural equivalen e and a small-step redu tion relation
for our al ulus. Both relations are based on the notion of an evaluation ontext,
whi h determines where in a term redu tion may take pla e. The grammar for
evaluation ontexts given in Figure 1 does not yet yield a deterministi redu tion
relation, but still leaves a hoi e of a stri t or lazy evaluation strategy, or some
hybrid in-between. Parti ular evaluation strategies are obtained by tightening
the grammar for evaluation ontexts.
Notation We write a for a sequen e of entities a1 ; : : : ; an . We impli itly identify
all permutations of su h a sequen e, and take the empty sequen e  as a unit for
(;). The domain dom(d), dom(D) of a sequen e of de nitions d or de larations
D is the set of labels it de nes. The restri tion dj , Dj of de nitions d or de larations D to a set of labels L onsists of all those bindings in d or D that de ne
labels in L. The ℄ operator on de nitions or de larations denotes on atenation
with overwriting of ommon labels. That is, a ℄ b = ajdom(a) dom(b) ; b:
L

L

n

A name o urren e x is bound in a type T , a term t, a de nition d, a de laration
D, or an evaluation ontext e if there is an en losing obje t reation x u ; t,
a lass template [x : S d℄, a lass type [x : S D℄, or a re ord type fx Dg whi h
has the o urren e in the s ope of the name x. The free names fn(X ) of one
of the synta ti lasses X enumerated above is the set of names whi h have
unbound o urren es in X . The bound names bn(e) of an evaluation ontext e
are all names x bound by a subterm of e su h that the s ope of x ontains the
hole hi of the ontext.

j

j

j

Stru tural Equivalen e As usual we identify terms related by -renaming. We
also postulate a s ope extrusion rule (extrude), whi h allows us to lift a  -binding
out of an evaluation ontext, provided that this does not ause apture of free
variable names. Formally, -renaming equivalen e  is the smallest ongruen e
on types and terms satisfying the four laws

x t ; u  y t ; [y=x℄u if y 62 fn(u)
[x : S j d℄  [y : S j [y=x℄d℄ if y 62 fn(d)
[x : S j D℄  [y : S j [y=x℄D℄ if y 62 fn(D)
fy j [y=x℄D g
if y 62 fn(D)
fxj D g 
Stru tural equivalen e  is the smallest ongruen e ontaining  and satisfying
the (extrude) law in Figure 1.
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` t : T; T 3 (l : U )
(Sel)
` t:l : U
` t : p: ; t:l : R (SelPath)
` t:l : p:l:
` t : [x : Sj D℄; S  fxj Dg
(New)
; x:S ` u : U
x 62 fn(U )
` (x t ; u) : U

2
` x:T
` x:R
` x : x:

x:T

(Var)
(VarPath)

type

type

type

` t : T; T  U
` t:U

(Sub)

` S wf ; x : S ` D wf; t : T
t ontra tive in x
(i 2 1::n)
` [x : Sj D; l = t 2 ℄ : [x : Sj D; l : T 2
` S wf; S  S
` t : [x : S j D ℄
` t & t : [x : S j D ℄ D ℄
i

(Class)

i

i

i

i

(&)

i

i

i

1::n

i

i

i

i

i

1

S

2

1

1::n

℄
(i = 1; 2)

2

Fig. 2. Type assignment
Redu tion The redu tion relation ! is the smallest relation that ontains the
two rules given in Figure 1 and that is losed under stru tural equivalen e and
formation of evaluation ontexts. That is, if t  t0 ! u0  u, then also ehti !
ehui. The rst redu tion rule, (sele t), onne ts a de nition of an obje t with
a sele tion on that obje t. The rule requires that the external obje t referen e
and the internal \self" have the same name x (this an always be arranged
by -renaming). The se ond rule, (mix), onstru ts a lass from two operand
lasses by mixin omposition, ombining the de nitions of both lasses with
the ℄ operator. Multi-step redu tion !
! is the smallest transitive relation that
in ludes  and !.

2.3 Type Assignment
Figure 2 presents the rules for assigning types to terms. These are expressed as
dedu tion rules for type judgments
` t : T . Here,
is a type environment,
i.e. a set of bindings x : T , where all bound names x are assumed to be pairwise
di erent.
There are the usual tautology and subsumption rules. Rule (Sel) assigns to a sele tion t:l the type U provided t's type has a member l : U . Rules (VarPath) and
(SelPath) assign singleton types p:type to terms whi h denote unique obje ts.
Rule (New) types a  -expression x t ; u. The term t needs to have a lass
type [x : S D℄ su h that the self type S expands to a re ord type whi h
ontains exa tly the de larations D. This means that all de larations present in

j
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S must be de ned in D, with the same type. In parti ular, lasses with abstra t
members annot be instantiated. The body u is then typed under an augmented
environment whi h ontains the binding x : S . The type of u is not allowed to
refer to x.
Rule (Class) types lass templates. All term de nitions li = ti in the template
are typed under a new environment whi h in ludes a binding x : S for the selfname of the lass. However, it is required that all terms ti are ontra tive in self.
This means that they do not a ess self during the instantiation of an obje t of
the lass. Contra tiveness is de ned formally as follows.

De nition. The term t is ontra tive in the name x if one of the following holds.
{
{
{
{

x 62 fn(t), or
t is a lass template [y : S j d℄, or
t is a mixin omposition t1 &S t2 and t1 ; t2 are ontra tive in x, or
t is an obje t reation y t1 ; t2 , x 62 fn(t1 ) and t2 is ontra tive in x.

The ontra tiveness requirement prevents a esses to elds of an obje t before
these elds are de ned. In onventional obje t-oriented languages this would
orrespond to the requirement that self an be a essed only from methods, not
from initializers of obje t elds. More liberal s hemes are possible [6℄, but require
additional te hni al overhead in the type assignment rules. One an also envisage
to allow a esses to self without restri tions, preinitializing elds to some default
value, or raising a run-time ex eption on a ess before de nition.
The last rule, (&) types ompositions of lass terms. The self type S of the
omposition is required to be a subtype of the self types of both omponents.
The de nitions of the omposed lass are then obtained by on atenating the
de nitions of the omponents.
These dedu tion rules are based on several other forms of judgments on types,
spe i ally the well-formedness judgment ` T wf, the membership judgment
` T 3 D , the expansion judgment
` T  T , and the subtyping judgment
` T  T . Dedu tion rules for these judgments are motivated in Se tion 4
and given in full in an a ompanying te hni al report [34℄.
As usual, we assume that terms an be alpha-renamed in type assignments in order to prevent failed type derivations due to dupli ate variables in environments.
That is, if ` t : T and t  t then also ` t : T .
The type assignment judgment is extended to a judgment relating de nitions
and de larations as follows.
0

0

0

0

De nition. A de laration D mat hes a de nition d in an environment written
` d : D , if one of the following holds:
(l = t) : (l : T ) if
(L  T ) : D if
 on de larations).
`

`

`
`

t : T.
(L  T )  D (see Se tion 4.5 for a de nition of
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3

Examples

Before presenting the remaining details of the theory, we demonstrate its usage
by means of some examples. Sin e the Obj al ulus is quite di erent from
standard obje t-oriented notations, we rst present ea h example in the more
onventional obje t-oriented language S ala [33℄. S ala's obje t model is a
generalization of the obje t model of Java. The extensions most important for
the purposes of this paper are abstra t types, type aliases, and mixin omposition
of lasses. A subset of S ala maps easily into Obj , and we will restri t the
example ode to that subset. Other onstru ts, su h as higher-order fun tions,
generi s, or pattern mat hing an be de ned by translation into the subset, and,
ultimately, into the obje t al ulus.

3.1 Modules, Classes, and Obje ts
We start with a lass for representing points in a one dimensional spa e. Class
ned as a member of the singleton obje t pt. In S ala, su h top-level
singleton obje ts play the role of modules. In addition to the oordinate x, lass
Point de nes a method eq for omparing a point with another point.

Point is de

f

obje t pt
abstra t lass Point
def x : Int;
def eq(p : Point): Boolean = (x == p.x);

g

f

g

In the subset of S ala used here, lasses do not have expli it onstru tor parameters. Instead, parameters are represented as abstra t lass members. For
reating an obje t, one has to sub lass Point and provide on rete implementations for the abstra t members. In the following ode we do this twi e by using
a mixin omposition of lass Point with an anonymous lass that de nes the
missing oordinate x.
val a = new pt.Point with
val b = new pt.Point with
a.eq(b)

f def x = 0; g;
f def x = 1; g;

We now devise a translation of the previous S ala ode into our al ulus. In
addition to the syntax de ned in Figure 1, we also make use of -abstra tions and
appli ations. Later in this se tion we will explain how to en ode these onstru ts
in Obj .
 pt [pt

j
f

℄;

a
b

! Booleang,

Point
x : Int, eq : pt.Point
point = [this : pt.Point eq =

j

 (p : pt.Point) p.x == this.x ℄

pt.point &pt:P oint [x = 0℄;
pt.point &pt:P oint [x = 1℄;

a.eq(b)
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A lass is represented by two entities: an obje t type that is used to type instan es
of the lass and a lass value, whi h is used to onstru t obje ts. We use the
name of the lass as the name of the type and the same name, but starting with
a lower- ase letter, as the name of the lass value. While the type in ludes the
signatures of all lass members, the lass value only provides implementations
for the non-abstra t members. In general, abstra t members are present in the
self-type S of a lass [x : S d℄, but are missing from the lass de nitions d.
Non-abstra t members are present in both S and d.

j

3.2 Fun tions
For en oding -abstra tions and appli ations we use a te hnique similar to the
one for passing parameters during lass instantiations. A -abstra tion (x : T ) t
is represented as a lass with an abstra t member arg for the fun tion argument
and a on rete member fun whi h refers to the expression for omputing the
fun tion's result:
[x : arg : T j fun = [res = t ℄℄
where t orresponds to term t in whi h all o urren es of x get repla ed by
x.arg. As explained in Se tion 2, we annot a ess arg dire tly on the righthand-side of fun. Therefore fun pa ks the body of the fun tion into another
lass. The instantiation of this lass will then trigger the exe ution of the fun tion body. For instan e, fun tion  (p : pt.Point) p.x == this.x ould be enoded as a lass [p : arg : pt.Point j fun = [res = p.arg.x == this.x℄℄ of type
[p : arg : pt.Point j fun : [res : Boolean℄℄ that ontains an abstra t member arg
and a on rete member fun.
In Obj , an appli ation g (e) gets de omposed into three subsequent steps:
 gapp g & [arg = e℄;

f

g

0

0

f

g

f

g

 geval gapp .fun;
geval .res

First we instantiate fun tion g with a on rete argument yielding a thunk
Then we evaluate this thunk by reating an instan e geval of it. Finally we extra t the result by querying eld res of geval . For instan e,
the all to fun tion eq from the previous ode ould be en oded as
 gapp a.eq & [arg = b℄; geval gapp .fun; geval .res.

gapp .

3.3 Abstra t Types
Suppose we would now like to extend the Point lass for de ning a new lass ColorPoint that in ludes olor information. Sin e extended lasses de ne subtypes
in S ala, we annot override method eq ontravariantly su h that the parameter of eq now has type ColorPoint. But exa tly this would allow us to ompare
ColorPoints only with ColorPoints. Instead, we have to refa tor our ode and
12

abstra t over the parameter type expli itly in anti ipation of future extensions.
The following ode fragment de nes an abstra t type This in lass Point with
bound Point whi h gets ovariantly re ned in sub lasses like ColorPoint.

f

obje t pt
abstra t lass Point
type This <: Point;
def x : Int;
def eq(p : This): Boolean = (x == p.x);

g

g

f

f

obje t pt
abstra t lass ColorPoint extends pt.Point
type This <: ColorPoint;
def ol : String;
override def eq(p : This): Boolean = (x == p.x) && ( ol == p. ol);

g

f

g

We now make use of the two lasses and de ne a
instan es.
val

Point and two ColorPoint

= new pt.Point with
type This = pt.Point; def x=0; ;
val d = new pt.ColorPoint with
type This = pt.ColorPoint; def x=1; def ol="blue"; ;
val e = new pt.ColorPoint with
type This = pt.ColorPoint; def x=2; def ol="green"; ;

f
f
f

g

g

g

The type system has to ensure that we are able to ompare only ompatible
obje ts; i.e. we have to be able to exe ute d.eq(e) and e.eq(d) as well as .eq(d)
and .eq(e), whereas terms like d.eq( ) are ill-typed and therefore reje ted by
the type he ker.
An en oding of the previous two lasses in our obje t al ulus is given by the
following term.
 pt [pt
Point
this This <: pt.Point, x : Int, eq : this.This
Boolean ,
point = [this : pt.Point eq =  (p : this.This) p.x == this.x℄

j
f

℄;

j

 pt

℄;


d

j

!

j

g

[ pt
ColorPoint pt.Point & This <: pt.ColorPoint, ol : String ,
olorPoint = [this : pt.ColorPoint
eq =  (p : this.This) p.x == this.x && p. ol == this. ol℄



f

g

j

pt.point & [This = pt.Point, x = 0℄;
pt. olorPoint & [This = pt.ColorPoint, x = 1, ol = "blue"℄;

.eq(d)

This example does not only explain how to use abstra t types, it also shows that
our al ulus is expressive enough to model virtual types in a type-safe way.
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3.4 Generi Types
We now present a more evolved example that shows how to use Obj to en ode
generi lasses. The following ode de nes a \module" lst whi h ontains an
implementation for generi lists onsisting of three lasses List, Nil, and Cons.

f

obje t lst
abstra t lass List
type T <: s ala.Obje t;
def isEmpty : Boolean;
def head : T;
def tail : List with type T = List.this.T; ;

g

f

f

g

f

abstra t lass Nil extends List
def isEmpty = true;
def head : T = error;
def tail : List with type T = Nil.this.T; = error;

g

f

abstra t lass Cons extends List
def isEmpty = false;

g

g

g

f

Sin e lasses are neither parameterized by values nor types, we model the element
type of a list with an abstra t type T in lass List. Similarly, lass parameters
like the head and the tail of a ons- ell are represented by abstra t fun tions.
Note that the type of the tail value of a list obje t is a mixin omposition of List
with a re ord type whi h onsists of the type binding type T = List.this.T .
This for es the element type of a list and its tail to be the same. 1 In general,
mixin omposition with type bindings subsumes in expressive power the sharing
onstraints of SML module systems [28℄.
Class Nil provides all the abstra t fun tions of its super lass List. For the implementation of head and tail we make use of a prede ned value error that
produ es errors at run-time when a essed. error is of any type. Even though
our formal treatment does not in lude su h a bottom type, adding one would be
straightforward.
Class Cons only de nes fun tion isEmpty. The other abstra t fun tions onstitute onstru tor parameters and have to be provided at instantiation time.
Here is an example how the list abstra tion is applied. The following ode fragment onstru ts two lists of integers [ ℄ and [ 1 ℄ and returns the head of the
se ond list. Again, we use a mixin lass omposition to emulate parameter passing.

f

f

g

g

val x0 = new lst.Nil with type T = Int; ;
val x1 = new lst.Cons with type T = Int; def head = 1; def tail = x0; ;
x1.head

1

f

g

Like in Java, Outer.this denotes the identity of an en losing Outer obje t in the
s ope of an inner lass of Outer.
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Here is the translation of the previous S
 lst [lst

j
f j
fg



℄;

ala

ode into our obje t al ulus.

List
this
T <: , isEmpty : Boolean, head : this.T, tail : lst.List & T = this.T ,
Nil lst.List,
Cons lst.List,
nil = [this : lst.Nil isEmpty = true, head = error, tail = error℄,
ons = [this : lst.Cons isEmpty = false℄

 x0
 x1

x1.head

f

j

gg

j

lst.nil & [T = Int℄;
lst. ons & [T = Int, head = 1, tail = x0℄;

We now augment lass List of the previous example with a fun tion len that
omputes the length of the list. In S ala, this an be done without hanging
the sour e ode of List, by using a lass as a mixin:

f

obje t llst
abstra t lass ListWithLen extends lst.List
def tail : ListWithLen with type T = ListWithLen.this.T; ;
def len(): Int = if (this.isEmpty) 0 else 1 + this.tail.len();

g

f

f

g

g

Class ListWithLen extends lass List. It adds a new len member and narrows
the type of the existing tail member to ListWithLen. To build lists with len
members, we add this lass as a mixin. Here is an example usage:

f

val y0 = new lst.Nil with
type T = Int;
def tail : ListWithLen with type T = Int; = error;
with llst.ListWithLen;
val y1 = new lst.Cons with
type T = Int;
def head = 1;
def tail = y0;
with llst.ListWithLen;
y1.len()

g

f

f

g

g

The translation of this program into Obj is given in the following ode fragment.
Please note that this time, we en ode fun tion len dire tly as a lass, similar to
the des ription given before. This time we an use a slightly simpler en oding
sin e our fun tion is not parameterized.
 llst [llst

j

g

℄;



f

j

ListWithLen lst.List & this
tail : llst.ListWithLen & T = this.T ,
len : [res : Int ℄
,
listWithLen = [this : llst.ListWithLen
len = [res = if (this.isEmpty) 0 else 1 + ( t

f

g

j
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this.tail.len; t.res)℄℄

 y0 lst.nil & [T = Int℄ & llst.listWithLen;
 y1 lst. ons & [T = Int, head = 1, tail = y0℄ & llst.listWithLen;
 l y1.len;
l.res

Note that type ListWithLen is represented as a omposition of type List and
a re ord type ontaining added and overridden members. This turns type ListWithLen into a subtype of type List.
4

Type Stru ture

The type stru ture of Obj is de ned by dedu tion rules for the following kinds
of judgments:
` T wf
Type T is well-formed.
` D wf
De laration D is well-formed.
` T 3 D
Type T ontains de laration D.
` T = U
Types T and U are equal.
` T  U
Type T expands to type U .
` T <: U
Type T is upper-bounded by type U .
` T  U
Type T is a subtype of type U .
De larations D1 are more spe i than de larations D2 .
` D1  D2
Compared to standard type systems there are three non-standard forms of judgments: First, the membership judgment ` T 3 D fa tors out the essen e of
path-dependent types. Se ond, the expansion judgment
` T  U
aptures
the essential relation between a new type and its unfolding. Third, the upperbinding judgment
` T <: U provides exa t type information about whi h
re ord type is a supertype of a given type. This information is needed for the
orre t treatment of type bindings in re ords. The essential typing rules for all
these judgments are dis ussed in the following.
Notation We sometimes write judgments with several predi ates on the right of
the turnstile as an abbreviation for multiple judgments. E.g. \ ` T wf; T wf
" is an abbreviation for the two judgments \ ` T wf " and \ ` T wf ".
0

0

4.1 Membership
The membership judgment
`
T 3 D states that type T has a member
de nition D. The judgment is derived by the following two rules, whi h apture
the prin iples of path-dependent types.

(Single-3)

`

p:type <: fxj D ; Dg
` p:type 3 [p=x℄D
0
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(Other-3) ; x : T

`

x:type 3 D
x 62 fn( ; D)
` T 3 D

3

Rule (Single- ) de nes membership for singleton types. In this ase, the selfreferen e x in the de nition is repla ed by the path p. Rule (Other- ) de nes
membership for arbitrary types in terms of (Single- ). To determine a member
D of a type T whi h is not a singleton, invent a fresh variable x of type T and
determine the orresponding member of type x:type. The resulting member is
not allowed to depend on x. Note that, if T is a singleton type, rule (Other- )
either fails or yields the same judgments as rule (Single- ).

3

3

3

3

Example Consider the type T  fx : T j L <: f g; l1 : x:L; l2 : Intg. Further
onsider a path p and some other term t whi h is not a path, both of type T .
Then p ontains the de nitions L <: f g, l1 : p:L, and l2 : Int. On the other
hand, t ontains only the de nitions L <: f g and l2 : Int sin e rule (Other- )
does not derive a binding for l1 . Indeed, substituting t for the self referen e x in
the binding for l1 would yield the type t:L whi h would not be well-formed.

3

4.2 Equality
The type equality judgment
` T = T states that the two types T and T
are the same or aliases of ea h other. Type equality is the smallest ongruen e
whi h is losed under the following two derivation rules.
0

(Alias-=)

T

`

(L = U ); T
` T L = U

3

0

wf

p : q:type
p:type = q:type
`

`

(Single-=)

Rule (Alias-=) is standard; it states that type T  L is equal to U , provided T
has an alias member de nition L = U . Rule (Single-=) expresses the following
property: if a path p has a singleton type q:type, we know that p and q are
aliases, hen e the singleton types p:type and q:type should be equal. Without
the rule, one would only have that p:type is a subtype of q:type.

4.3 Expansion
The type expansion judgment
` T  T
states that type T expands (or:
unfolds) into type T . Expansion is the smallest transitive relation whi h ontains
type equality and is losed under the following three derivation rules.
0

0

(Tsel-)
(Mixin-)

`

T
`

3

(L  U )

`

T L  U

`

T T ; U U
T &U T &U

; x : fxj D1 ℄ D2 g ` D2  D1 jdom(D2 )
` fxj D 1 g & fxj D 2 g  fxj D 1 ℄ D 2 g
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0

0

0
0

(&-)

(Tsel-) expresses expansion of type sele tions in the usual way. Rule
(Mixin-) states that the ombination of two re ord types R1 and R2 expands

Rule

to a re ord type ontaining the on atenation of the de nitions in R1 and R2 .
If some label is de ned in both R1 and R2 , the de nition in R2 overrides the
de nition in R1 . In this ase we must have that the de nition in R2 is more
spe i than the de nition in R1 .

4.4 Upper Bounds
The upper bound judgment ` T <: T states that T is an expansion of T or
a (tight) upper bound of it. The primary use of this relation is in determining
for a type T the least re ord type whi h is a supertype of T . This information
is needed for deriving the membership judgment by rule (Single- ).
Upper-binding is the smallest transitive relation whi h ontains expansion and
whi h is losed under the following three derivation rules.
0

0

2

(Tsel-<:)

`

(Sel-<:)

`

T
`

x:T 2
` x:type <: T

(L <: U )
T  L <: U
3

(Var-<:)

p:type 3 (l : U )
` p:l:type <: U

The rst rule (Tsel-<:) de nes upper bounds of abstra t types in the usual way.
The other two rules take as the upper bound of a singleton type p:type the type
whi h p has in the urrent environment. Note that we ould not have repla ed
these two rules by a simpler rule whi h states that ` p:type <: T , provided
` p : T . The reason is that the subsumption for type assignments would allow
one to forget information about a path's type. Hen e, one ould not guarantee
with the simpler rule that upper bounds are tight.

4.5 Subtyping
The subtyping judgment ` T  T states that T is a subtype of T . Subtyping
is the smallest transitive relation that ontains upper-binding (<:) and that is
losed under the following four rules.
0

(&-)
(Re -)
(Class-)

`
`

0

T1 & T2  T1
T1 & T2  T2

`

T
`



T

T1 ; T  T2
T 1 & T2

(-&)



; x : fxj D; D g ` D  D
` fxj D; D g  fxj D g
0

00

0

`

00

R wf; S & R  S ; S  S
; x:S
` [x : S j D ℄  [x : S j D ℄
0

0

0
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0

0

`

DD

0





Rules (&- ) and ( -&) state that & behaves like type interse tion in subtyping:
That is, the type T1 & T2 is a subtype of both T1 and T2 and to show that a
type U is a subtype of T1 & T2 one needs to show that U is a subtype of both
T1 and T2 .
The remaining two rules (Re - ) and (Class- ) determine subtyping for re ord
and lass types. For re ord types, subtyping is ovariant in the de larations D,
and de larations in the subtype may be dropped in the supertype. For lass types,
subtyping is ontravariant in the self-type S and ovariant in the de larations
D. However, both premises are restri ted for type he king reasons.
First, unlike for re ord types, a lass type always de lares the same labels as its
supertypes, so de lared labels may not be forgotten. This ensures that the type
of labels in a omposition is fully determined. For instan e, in [l = 1℄ & [l =
\ab ℄ the label l is always known to be bound to a string, not an integer.
If labels ould be forgotten, the se ond operand of the omposition ould be
widened via subsumption to the empty lass, whi h would assign l the integer
in an alternative typing derivation of the omposite lass term.
Se ond, ontravarian e of self types is limited so that the smaller self type S
must result from the larger self type S omposed with some re ord type. On
the other hand, it is not allowed to take as S some nominal subtype of S . This
restri tion is ne essary to ensure that there is always a least type that an be
assigned to instan es reated from a lass in a  -expression.
The () relation is also de ned between de larations. D  D means that de laration D is more spe i than de laration D . This predi ate is expressed by
the following two derivation rules.





fg

00

0

0

0

0

(Bind-)

T T
(l : T )  (l : T )
`

`

0

T T
(L : T )  (L <: T )
`

0

`

0

0

(Tbind-)

Subtyping on value de larations is de ned as usual. For type labels one has that
an arbitrary type de laration L : T is more spe i than an abstra t type
de laration L <: T , provided T  T . Hen e, abstra t types an be overridden
with other abstra t or on rete types as long as the overriding type onforms to
the abstra t type's bound. Aliases and new types, on the other hand, annot be
overridden.
0

4.6 Well-formedness
The well-formedness judgment is of the form
`
T wf. Roughly, a type is
well-formed if it refers only to names and labels whi h are de ned and if it does
not ontain any illegal y li dependen ies. These requirements are formalized
in the four rules given below. The remaining rules propagate these requirements
over all forms of types; they are given in full in the a ompanying te hni al
report [34℄.
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(Single-wf)

p:R
p:type wf

`

`
`

(Tsel-wf2 )

`

(Tsel-wf3 )

`

T

wf;

T

T

3

wf;

T
`

3

`

T

(L  U ); U

T  L wf



3

(L = U ); U

T  L wf

wf (Tsel-wf )
1

R

(L <: U ); U <: R
`

T  L wf

Rule (Single-wf) states that p:type is well-formed if p is a path referring to
some obje t. The next three rules over well-formedness of a type sele tion T L.
They distinguish between the form of de nition of L in T .
If L is de ned to be an alias of some type U , T  L is well-formed only if U
is well-formed. This requirement ex ludes re ursive types, where a type label
is de ned to be an alias of some type ontaining itself. Su h a re ursive type
would not have a nite proof tree for well-formedness. On the other hand, if L
is de ned to be a new type whi h expands to some type U , one requires only
that U in turn expands to some re ord type. This requirement ex ludes y li
de nitions su h as fx L  x:L & Rg. But re ursive referen es to the label from
inside a re ord or lass are allowed; e.g. fx L  fnext : x:Lgg. Finally, if L is
de ned to be an abstra t type bounded by U , one requires that U in turn is
bounded by a re ord type. This requirement ex ludes situations where a type is
bounded dire tly or indire tly by itself, su h as in fx L1 <: x:L2 ; L2 <: x:L1 g.
But it admits F-bounded polymorphism, where the abstra t type appears inside
its bound, as in fx L <: fnext : x:Lgg.

j

j

j

j

5

Relationship with

F<:

System F<: an be en oded in Obj by the translation hhii, whi h is de ned on
types, terms, and environments. The translation of F<: types into Obj types is
de ned as follows.

hh8X <: S:T ii = fval : [ X : fArg <: hhSiigj fun : [res : hhT ii℄ ℄g
hhT ! U ii = fval : [ x : farg : hhT iigj fun : [res : hhU ii℄ ℄g
hhX ii
= X:Arg
hh>ii
= fg

(x fresh)

The translation of F<: terms into Obj terms is de ned as follows.

hhx : T:tii = new [ val = [ x : farg : hhT iigj fun = [res = hhtii℄ ℄ ℄
hht uii
=  x hhtii:val & [arg = hhuii℄ ;  y x:fun ; y:res
hhX <: S:tii = new [ val = [ X : fArg <: hhSiigj fun = [res = hhtii℄ ℄ ℄
hht[T ℄ii
=  x hhtii:val & [Arg = hhT ii℄ ;  y x:fun ; y:res
hhxii
= x:arg
20

Finally, here is the translation of F<: environments into Obj environments.
x:T
= x : arg : T
X <: T = X : Arg <: T

= 
;
=
; 
In the translation, we use letters x and X for names, words onsisting of lowerase letters for value labels, and words onsisting of upper- ase letters for type
labels. Spe i ally, arg labels a value parameter, Arg labels a type parameter,
res labels a fun tion result, and val labels a lass value.
Given this translation, here is how F<: 's polymorphi identity fun tion X <:
>:x : X:x is expressed in our al ulus.
new [val = [X : Arg <:

hh ii
f hh iig
hh
ii
f
hh iig
hh ii
hh ii
hh ii hh ii

f

fggj

f

g j fun = [res = x.arg℄℄℄℄℄℄

fun = [res = new [val = [x : arg : X.Arg

To give some sense to our en oding we an easily show the following properties.

Lemma 1 For any environment , types T and U , term t in F<: :
1.
2.

`
`

F<: T <: U implies
F<: t : T implies hh

T ii  hhU ii.
t : hhT ii.

hh

ii

ii

` hh ii

` hh

Lemma 2 `F<: t : T and t ! u implies hhtii !+ eG hhhuiii, where eG is a
\garbage ontext" of the form x1 u1 ; : : : ; xn un ; hi su h that no name
xi is free in hhuii.
The introdu tion of the garbage ontext eG in the previous lemma is ne essary be ause translation of -abstra tion and -appli ation involves the reation
of obje ts, whi h are persistent, ontrary to the s that disappear during the
lambda redu tion rule.

Lemma 3 hhtii ! implies t !.
The redu tion relation ! that we use for F<: in 3 is the all-by-value small-step
semanti s, i.e. we never redu e under the s and an argument has to be redu ed
to a value before being passed to a fun tion. Together with the previous lemma,
this lemma has as orollary that if a well-typed term redu es to an irredu ible
term then its translation redu es to the translation of this term, whi h is also
irredu ible.
6

Meta-Theory

In this hapter, we establish three results for Obj . First, that the redu tion
relation is on uent. Se ond, that the typing rules are sound with respe t to
the operational semanti s. Third, that the subtyping relation (and with it type
he king) is unde idable. For reasons of spa e we refer to an a ompanying
te hni al report [34℄ for proofs.
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6.1 Con uen e
Theorem 6.1 The !
! relation is
on uent: If t
exists a term t su h that t1 !
! t and t2 !
! t .
0

0

!
!

0

t1 and t

!
!

t2 then there

6.2 Type Soundness
We establish soundness of the Obj type system using the synta ti te hnique of
Wright and Felleisen [43℄. We rst show a subje t redu tion result whi h states
that typings are preserved under redu tion. We then hara terize a notion of
evaluation result alled an answer and show that every well-typed, non-diverging
term redu es to an answer that has the same type as the original term.

Theorem 6.2 [Subje t Redu tion℄ Let be an environment. Let t, t be terms
su h that bn(t; t ) \ dom( ) = ; and let T be a type. If ` t : T and t ! t ,
then ` t : T .
0

0

0

0

To establish type soundness from subje t redu tion, we still need to show that
well-typed non-diverging terms redu e to answers. These notions are de ned as
follows.

De nition. A term t diverges, written t * if there exists an in nite redu tion
sequen e t ! t1 ! : : : ! tn ! : : : starting in t.
De nition. An answer is a value, possibly nested in  -binders from lasses all
of whose de nitions are fully evaluated. Thus, the syntax of answers a is:
a ::= v j x [x : S j f ℄ ; a
f ::= l = v j L  T :

Theorem 6.3 [Type Soundness℄ If 
answer a su h that  ` a : T .

`

t : T then either t * or t !
! a, for some

6.3 Unde idability of Type Che king
Theorem 6.4 There exists no algorithm that an de ide if a judgment
T is derivable or not.
7

`

t:

Con lusion

This paper develops a al ulus for reasoning about lasses and obje ts with type
members. We de ne a on uent notion of redu tion, as well as a sound type
system based on dependent types.
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There are at least three areas where future work seems worthwhile. First, there
is the problem of unde idablility of Obj . We need to develop de idable subsystems, or des ribe type re onstru tion algorithms that are in omplete but an
be shown to work reasonably well in pra ti e. Se ond, we would like to explore
extensions of the al ulus, su h as with imperative side e e ts or with ri her
notions of information hiding. Third, we would like to study in more detail the
relationships between Obj and existing obje t-oriented languages and language
proposals. We hope that the work presented here an be used as a foundation
for these resear h dire tions.
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